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Abstract—The digitization of Chinese historical documents
poses a new challenge that in the huge set of character categories,
majority of characters are not in common use now and have
few samples for training the character classifiers. To settle this
problem, we consider the radical-level composition of Chinese
characters, and propose to detect position-dependent radicals
using a deep residual network with multi-labeled learning. This
enables the recognition of novel characters without training
samples if the characters are composed of radicals appearing
in training samples. In multi-labeled learning, each training
character sample is labeled as positive for each radical it contains,
such that after training, all the radicals appearing in the charac-
ter can be detected. Experimental results on a large-category-
set database of printed Chinese characters demonstrate that
the proposed method can detect radicals accurately. Moreover,
according to radical configurations, our model can credibly
recognize novel characters as well as trained characters.

Keywords—Chinese character recognition; radical detection;
deep residual network; multi-labeled learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The digitization of historical documents is becoming more

and more important because of the increasing requirement

for the permanent preservation of ancient classics [1], [2].

While the recognition of Chinese historical documents poses

a challenge that the number of character categories is huge

(nearly 100,000 categories) and majority of the characters are

not used now. Therefore, it is very hard for the modern people

to read the ancient characters, and there are very few training

samples for such characters. The huge category set and the

scarcity of training samples obstruct traditional supervised

learning of character classifiers. Fortunately, most Chinese

characters are composed of a set of common radicals, as can

be seen in Fig. 1. This situation provides us a feasible way to

design a decent radical detector according to the placements

of radicals and their relationships in characters.

Radical-based Chinese character recognition remains a dif-

ficult issue due to the difficulty of radical detection/extraction.

In the past few decades, lots of efforts have been made for

this challenging task [3]–[8], and the existing solutions can

be roughly classified into 3 categories: i) Stroke extraction
methods [3]–[5], ii) radical matching methods [6], [7], iii)

neural network methods [8].

Stroke extraction methods express strokes by stripe se-

quences [3]. Specifically, Amin et al. [4] utilized low-level

features to reword strokes, and learned combinatorial laws

Fig. 1: A typical historical document image. The 2 types

of radicals in distinctively-colored boxes are shared among

different characters.

of characters driven by a radical-based lexicon dynamically;

heuristic algorithm [5] reconstructed radicals by straight lines

in graphs. Radical matching methods coincide with human

vision and show excellent performance. For instance, neighbor

class SVMs [6] classified similar characters in the subspaces

derived from the same radicals; the radical decomposition ap-

proach [7] detected structure types of characters and segment-

ed characters into meta-patterns for subsequent processing.

Neural network methods such as the Radical-At-Location net

[8] released researchers from designing hand-crafted features,

and it obtained confidence by directly measuring the existence

of radicals.

Despite the effectiveness as shown in the previous works,

there still exists several unresolved difficulties. Stroke extrac-
tion methods ignore enormous valuable clues embedded in

raw images; radical matching methods, particularly, graph

matching-based methods, consume high computation, and the

description of radical models is not sufficient enough; and

neural network methods present insufficient descriptive power

compared with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9].

To settle the above unsolved difficulties, in this paper, we

propose a multi-label radical detection network (RD-Net) aim-

ing at enumerating radicals in Chinese character samples. We

assign each character single or multiple labels corresponding
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to different radicals it contains. Following this multi-label

reduction, we concatenate a classification layer to the main

body of residual net. In addition, we perform a suppressing

treatment on confusable radicals, which has been proved to

be a useful strategy to achieve better recognition performance

through our comparative experiments.

Noted that there are few open databases for large-scale print-

ed Chinese characters collected from historical documents, we

conduct our experiments on a contemporary printed Chinese

characters database detailed in Section II-A. A new database

of historical Chinese character is under construction, and we

will apply the proposed method to the new database in the

future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

analyzes the radical-level composition of Chinese characters,

Section III describes the details of the proposed method,

Section IV presents the experimental results, and the paper

is concluded in Section V.

II. RADICAL ANALYSIS

A radical is viewed as a semantic part and shared by

different characters [10], [11]. Compared with the huge set of

Chinese characters, the amount of radicals is quite limited. Ma

et al. [12] extracted 1118 sub-structures from 4284 characters

to build a radical lexicon. Based on the definition of radical

classes, a Chinese character can be assigned to one or multiple

classes according to the radicals it contains. For research

purposes, we built a large printed Chinese characters database

(PCCDB) to support our experiments.

A. The PCCDB database

We established the PCCDB database by inheriting a sub-

set from the character sets of GB-180300 [13] standard.

Our data covers 9820 classes of Chinese characters, which

combines level-1&2 sets in GB2312-80 standard [14], over

1000 infrequent simplified characters and more than 2000

traditional complex-formed characters. Moreover, 3.21 million

synthesized samples in 18 types of fonts and about 20 different

sizes were generated. To simulate real conditions, 20 percents

of samples in our database are low-quality, such as the samples

in 3rd line of Fig. 2. We resize all the gray-scale sample images

into 64×64, and the union divided of characters into 5 subsets

as shown in Table I, among which HF and SE add up to the

complete level-1 set of GB2312-80.

Fig. 2: Some samples randomly chosen from our database

(PCCDB) with different qualities and diversiform fonts.

B. Radical-level relabeling
Compositive grammar of Chinese characters is equipped

with discrete compositionality congenitally [11], and a ma-

jority of characters can be divided into smaller parts, which

can often be further decomposed into indivisible patterns

iteratively. A typical case is the character "糯", which can be

segmented into the semantic unit "米"-shape and the principal

unit "需"-part witch consists of 2 elementary patterns: "雨"-

shape and "而"-shape.
For simplicity, linguistic radicals strictly defined by Chinese

language system and other semantical sub-structures are all

called as "radicals". In the rest of our paper, we will use the

following binary tuple format to denote a radical:

shape-location.

For example, the "而"-lower-right means that there are "而"-

shapes lying in the lower-right areas of some characters (e.g.,
"糯"). We comply with the following provisions to define

radicals from different aspects elaborately:

• Rule-A: Widely-accepted semantic radicals strictly de-

fined by explicit composition rules, e.g., "钅", "衤", "氵",

"疒".

• Rule-B: Single-element characters and those characters

which could be regarded as connected components, e.g.,
"革", "甫", "羊", "乃".

• Rule-C: Symbols which regularly serve as fixed semantic

collocations in daily use, even though they are not in

connectivity, e.g., "鬲", "曷", "佥", "亟".

• Rule-D: Half-surrounded characters which are no need

to be segmented because of the overlapping regions, e.g.,
"勺", "勾", "可", "刁".

• Rule-E: Units consisting of repetitive patterns are regard-

ed as inseparable radicals, e.g., the right part of "缀"

(4 "又"-shapes). But these units are labeled in radical-

level composition when they act as characters instead of

sub-structures of other characters, e.g., the character "双"

consists of "又"-left-hand and "又"-right-hand.

These rules with the other two rules (Rule-E~F) illustrated

in Section II-C have made a trade off between descriptive

adequacy and computational complexity. We label exhaustive

radicals for each character aided by these rules.

TABLE I: 5 DIVIDED CHINESE CHARACTER SETS. WE

GATHER CHARACTERS WITH SIMILAR UTILITY FREQUENCY

INTO THE SAME SET.

Set
Acronym

Description
Class
Num-

ber

Radical
Num-

ber
HF high-frequency characters 3219 1182

SE single-element characters 536 536

LF low-frequency characters 2608 1333

RU rarely-used characters 1334 1353

TC
traditional complex-formed

characters
2123 1482

US union of above-listed sets 9820 2018

The discrepancies among the five sets listed above are

shown in Table II. Each cell in Table II measures the number
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of radicals included by Setv and excluded by Seth simulta-

neously. Compared to the biggish radical numbers in Table I,

the smaller numbers in Table II indicate that different sets of

Chinese characters share large portion of radicals.

TABLE II: DIFFERENCES AMONG 5 CHARACTER SETS

Setv

Seth HF SE LF RU TC

HF - - 224 428 443
SE - - - - -
LF 96 - - 367 366
RU 151 - 108 - 242
TC 241 - 237 372 -

C. Occurrence of radicals

Chinese characters exhibit regular appearance and normative

layouts. In previous studies, 12 basic types of character struc-

tures were presented in [10]. After our detailed observation in

the unified character set in Table I, 20 visual structure types

of printed characters are shown in Fig. 3. These types can

cover almost all Chinese characters regardless of stroke-level

complexity.

Fig. 3: Twenty types of visual structures.

A certain radical has several corresponding legitimate loca-

tions in general. For example, several typical samples contain-

ing "氵"-shape (meaning "water-related") are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that "氵"-shape only shows up at left or middle

Fig. 4: 4 regular positions of "氵"-shape.

parts of characters, and left parts of sub-characters are also

hotspots. Furthermore, "氵"-shape never reaches the rightmost

area of any character, and these observations inspired 2 addi-

tional rules to define radicals:

• Rule-F: Different forms of an identical shape are treated

as different radicals, e.g., the right part of the character

"社" and the bottom part of the character "垫" are

different though they both exhibit the homologous "土"-

shape.

• Rule-G: The same shape generally appears in different

positions, and we should treat them as different radicals.

For example, the "氵"-shape in the character "沉" is

different from the "氵"-shape in the character "婆". Thus

we attained four disparate "氵"-shape totally when taking

location independence into account.

Defining position-dependent radical classes makes the de-

tection and recognition of radicals easier by using a classifier.

III. THE PROPOSED RADICAL DETECTION METHOD

A. Radical-based recognition system overview

We use a deep residual neural network for detecting

position-dependent radicals. Fig. 5 shows the optimal architec-

ture of the network. The network has output neurons as many

as radical classes, such that each output neuron measures the

confidence of presence of a radical class in the input image.

Nr denotes the amount of radicals. When the output of a single

neuron is greater than a threshold (set as 0 in our models when

without sigmoid ), the corresponding radical instance is located

in the input image. Our models will learn and memorize

the high-level representation of visual shapes, ideographic

placements of stroke groups, common positions and spatial

arrangements of radicals. Based on the positions of radicals,

our model can detect the reasonable radical compositions in

test characters that have never appeared in the training set and

reject unseen radicals.

B. Learning from imbalanced distribution

The deep residual network is trained using a multi-labeled

learning strategy. Each training sample (character) is attached

multiple positive labels depending on the presence of position-

dependent radicals in it. In learning, the network, as a multi-

class classifier, is also viewed as multiple binary classifiers

with shared feature extraction layers. Each binary classifier

classifies whether a radical class is present in the input image

or not. All the output neurons (binary classifiers) are trained

simultaneous on a character sample set.

In Section II-B, sample quantities attached to different rad-

icals can generate conspicuous disproportionality. The distri-

bution of all radicals are shown in Fig. 6, where Nrdc denotes

the amount of radicals shared by Nchar different characters.

Thus repeated samples method provides us a concise and

effective routine. During the training process, we adopt a re-

sampling strategy to maintain and strengthen comprehension

on those classes with a smaller number of samples naturally

[15]. Moreover, we utilize penalty coefficient [16] chosen

by cross validation to weaken the influence driven by those

classes covering a great part. Herein we have an improved

cross-entropy functions for multiple output units Nr:

CE =

Nr∑
i=1

λc
iCE i, CE i = −[yi ln ai + (1− yi) ln(1− ai)],

(1)

where λc
i represents a equilibrium-term, which falls in an

roughly inverse correlation [16] with the sample size of the

radical Ri. yi and ai denote the ground-truth value and the

real output value by the unit of Ri, respectively. During

initial period of training procedure, we drive our networks

by WARMING-UP strategy [17]: updating parameters by a

weak enough basic learning rate (usually set as 10−9) for a

certain number of iterations (approximately 1 or 2 epochs).

Then, our nets are equivalent to own a more reasonable initial

condition, i.e., the networks will perform more stably, and

bring out smoother convergence curves [17].
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the optimal network architecture in our experiments. Each convolutional layer (white blocks) uses 3× 3-

kernel, 1-stride and 1-pad; all shortcut layers are colored in blue. We employ the method of SGD algorithm with base learning
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Fig. 6: The numbers of radicals attached by different amounts of characters (except the SE set in Table I).

C. Discriminating confusable radicals

We want the radical prototypes defined by Rule-A~F to

be distinct between classes and compact intra-class. But there

are still some radicals which are confusable with each other.

As shown in Fig. 7, "岛"-left-hand and "鸟"-left-hand exhibit

quite similar appearances and share the same placements in

different characters.

Fig. 7: Some confusable radical types delimited in red boxes.

Inspired by the analogous problem in [18], [19], for dis-

criminating these radicals which are difficult to tell apart, we

introduce a penalty term Pcj and construct a new loss:

Lcj = λc
cjCE cj +

∑
cj∈Ci

ct

λcj fcj log pcj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pcj

, pcj =
ezcj∑

i∈[1,Nr]
ezi

,

(2)

fcj =

{
1, if cj is detected

0, if cj is not detected,
(3)

where Ci
ct denotes the confusable radical set of radical Ri, λcj

is a positive penalty factor responsible for types cj , and zcj
represents the input (weighted sum) of the cj th output neuron.

This regularization technique is inspired by the punishment
mechanism in [16]. Ahmed et al [18] restrained the activation

degree of confusable classes in mixed networks of experts.

In our study, the samples of confusable classes are pushed

into a unique network. Thus Pcj in Eq. 2 can be used to

suppress the activation caused by those most challenging class-

discrimination radicals [18].

In learning by gradient descent, the partial derivative of the

loss gives:

∂Lcj

∂zcj
= λc

cj (acj − ycj ) + λcjfcj (1− pcj ), (4)

∂Lk

∂zk
= λc

k

CEk

zk
, k /∈ Ci

ct

= λc
k(ak − yk). (5)

Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 uncover that that there is no need to change

loss function in implementation. When facing misjudgment,

we add a λcj (1−pcj ) into the variation caused by the original

loss. This process restrains the misleading situations produced

by those confusable types and helps to steer our networks out

of trapping in saddle points [17]. The training loss curve in
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Fig. 8: Training Loss of RD-Net-v1 in Table III. Our punishment mechanism is able to accelerate convergence (left), but the

conventional loss (blue and red) exhibits more intensive vibration even during the epilogue of training (right).

TABLE III: TRAINING AND TESTING RESULTS OF RD-NETS.

Model
Version

Character Set
Character
Number

Radical
Number

Training
Set Scale

Testing Set
Scale

Accuracy Recall Precision

RD-Net-v1 HF SE 3755 1718 901290 225213 99.43% 99.58% 99.63%

RD-Net-v2 HF SE LF 6363 1869 1427125 375643 99.10% 99.15 % 99.17%

RD-Net-v3 HF SE LF RU 7697 1889 1675464 389544 98.92% 99.01% 99.04%

RD-Net-v4 US 9820 2018 2386513 558762 98.85% 98.90% 98.94%

Fig. 8 explains the effectiveness of our suppressing strategy,

which can drive the loss function drop more smoothly.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, ex-

tensive experiments have been conducted on the PCCDB

database. Experimental results show that our method can

learn the radical-level representation of Chinese characters.

Furthermore, our models also effectively detect the radicals in

novel characters that do not appear in training set.

A. Evaluation metrics
Let N denotes the number of testing samples, Pi represents

the set of predicted labels for testing sample ni, and Yi is the

ground truth label set of ni. Run contains the radicals that our

models have never seen. Thus we measure the quality of our

prediction using the protocols and metrics [20] as follows:

• Accuracy measures the correct rate of our method to

predict correct label combinations from character-level

perspective, penalizing both missing and superfluous la-

bels:

Accuarcy =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ Pi|
|Yi ∪ Pi| . (6)

• Recall measures the ability of our predictions to cover

all labels, Precision measures the reliability of our

predictions, both of them are calculated in radical-level

as follow:

Recall =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ Pi|
|Yi| , (7)

Precision =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ Pi|
|Pi| . (8)

• For the situation that Yi contains radical set Y un
i , which

is a subset of Run, we have:

Pi = Pi ∪ Y un
i , if Pi ∩Run = ∅. (9)

These criteria are widely accepted in multi-label problems

[21]. Table III shows the results of networks assigned with

different radical numbers. In Table III, training and testing

samples come from the same character set. The presented

performance demonstrates the responsibility of our networks.

We compared our models with one-vs-all multi-layer percep-

trons (OVA-MLPs) in [22]. Table IV reveals that deep residual

networks could relieve imbalance caused by data distribution

when trained on the same training set. Obviously, our models

work with much fewer parameters because of the weight

sharing mechanism.

TABLE IV: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS.

Model Testing Set Scale Accuracy Model Size
RD-Net-v1 225213 99.43% 77M

ResNet 225213 99.17% 77M
CNN 225213 98.55% 65M

OVA-MLPs 225213 96.02% >1.5G

B. Testing novel characters

Though observing excellent accuracies on the testing set

sharing the same character sets with training set, we design

more experiments to prove the generalization of our networks

on novel character sets. In Table V, training and testing sets

cover different characters but share most radicals in common.

Thus our models can still detect radicals they have known. For

example, the RD-Net-v1 learned from HF & SE sets has the

ability to analyze character "泷" belonging to the LF set as

shown in Fig. 9.
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TABLE V: TRAINING AND TESTING RESULTS OF RD-NETS FOR NOVEL CHARACTERS.

Net Version Training Set Testing Set Testing Set Scale Accuracy Recall Precision
RD-Net-v1 HF SE LF RU 126372 98.67% 98.73% 98.71%
RD-Net-v2 HF SE LF RU TC 117875 97.35% 97.52% 97.40%
RD-Net-v3 HF SE LF RU TC 79024 97.93% 98.11% 97.95%

.  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .

“
”-left-hand

“
”-right-hand

Fig. 9: Our model predicts a test sample of a novel character.

Some failure cases are shown in Fig. 10, and we can find

that most misjudged samples are fragmentary or seriously

blurring.

Fig. 10: Some misjudged cases of radical detection.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an effective multi-label residual

network architecture to address the radical detection problem

in Chinese character recognition. Based on the learned radical-

level representation, our model has the capability of detecting

all radicals locating in an arbitrary character image. We evalu-

ated our method on a contemporary printed Chinese characters

database, and experimental results on both the known character

sets and brand-new character sets demonstrate the superiority

of our method. The union set of Characters share the limited

common radical collection, and each radical occupies several

regular positions. Thus our classifiers can understand novel

characters, because they consist of known radicals. And the

second major contribution of this paper is that radicals are

well-defined by our scientific rules. The proposed radical set

will benefit the relative researches a lot.

Our future works aim to use our network architecture to

analyze characters in historical documents, especially under-

standing traditional complex-formed and novel characters that

are not in daily use nowadays.
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